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SIERRA CIRCULATION 
Format for Batch Loading of Patron 

Records 
 
Loading new patron records and updating existing ones through batch loads can be a tremendous 
time saver. It also requires the data to be in a very specific format. 
 
Determine whether or not your library uses a comma-delimited text file format when loading patron 
records. Although this is the default format for patron loads, contact Customer Support at 
Innovative if you aren’t sure how it is set for your library. 
 
The data file with student or patron records, which usually comes to the library from the IT 
department, is called a “comma-delimited text file.” Typically, text files have a file extension “csv,” 
where CSV stands for “comma-separated values.” 
 
The input file will have an extension .pfts, and when it is processed, the new file that is created will 
have the extension of .pat. 
 
Each data field is contained between a pair of quotes. A comma separates the fields. Even fields with 
no data need to be included in the raw data string, with quotes and separated by a comma. This is 
an example of how a .csv file could look: 
 
"12-31-2017","7",””,””,"4",”mp”,””,””,””,”02-17-1965”,””, 
"142000008064","Navarro, Melissa",”512 Northgate Ct. Anytown 
USA”,”505-111-1234”,””,””,””,””,”2019” 
 
"11-30-2018","7",””,””,"4",”mp”,””,””,””,””,”55431”,"122000007665", 
"Sebald, Natalie",””,”505-222-1234”,””,””,””,””,”2019” 
 
"06-30-2017","7",””,””,"1",”mv”,””,””,””,””,””,"121000057979", 
"Major, John",””,””,””,”555-555-2323”,””,”likes mysteries”, 
"major_john@washu.edu",”2018” 
 
The order in which the data is placed in the .csv file corresponds to the order of the fields in the 
patron load table that is used to load these records. There is a preprocessing “map” table also, that 
helps to manage the data in the .csv file and map it to the correct fields within a patron record. 
 
Generally, the order of those fields is: expiration date, pcode1, pcode2, pcode3, ptype, home library, 
mblock, pmessage, pcode4, birthdate, univ ID, barcode, patron name, address1, telephone1, 
address2, telephone2, message, note, email, graduation year. 
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Upon implementation, each customer receives a patron load table and the preprocessing table. 
When a customer asks Customer Support to add a new field, this new field is usually added to the 
very end of the tables and the customer places this field at the very end of their .csv file, too. Some 
of the other fields that can be added include: home room code, patron agency, grade level, notice 
preference, mobile number. If the field you are interested in adding isn’t included in this article, ask 
Customer Support to see whether or not it’s possible to add the field you would like. 
 
Batch loading of patron records is done using the Data Exchange function in Sierra. See Data 
Exchange: Importing and Exporting Records in the Sierra WebHelp for further information. 
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